Coups Dtat Revolutions Question
the pen or the sword: determining the effects of different ... - in order to provide a better
understanding of how different types of revolutions affect inequality, this paper classifies revolutions into four
groups: i) armed, successful coups, ii) armed, non-successful coups, iii) unarmed, successful coups and iv)
unarmed, non-successful coups. this paper sets out to answer two empirical questions. why do some civil
wars last so much longer than others? - why do some civil wars last so much longer than others?* james
d. fearon ... stanford university five factors are shown to be strongly related to civil war duration. civil wars
emerging from coups or revolutions tend to be short. civil wars in eastern europe and the former soviet union
have also tended ... perhaps the question has a simple ... debunking the myth of the “good” coup d’État
in africa - past african coups that brought brief democratic transitions, this article argues that it is ... question
is an unqualified no. a look back at the history of african coups suggests that the ... social revolutions, transfer
of power to opposing force(s) during civil conflicts, popular a matrix for post-soviet ‘color revolutions’:
exorcising ... - a matrix for post-soviet ‘color revolutions’: exorcising the devil from the details 7 therefore,
the first question about the collected cases is: were the uprisings targeting authoritarian regimes, as did the
trend-setting revolution in serbia in 2000, and if they were, what grade of authoritarianism is the most prone to
revolutions? why do some civil wars last so much longer than others? - the question might have a
simple and straightforward answer, as follows: ... i argue that coups and popular revolutions favor decisive ...
the remainder of this section introduces the data set and discusses the question of what “civil war duration”
means. why do some civil wars last so much longer than others? - why do some civil wars last so much
longer than others? ... coups or revolutions tend to be short. civil wars in eastern europe and the former soviet
... introduces the data set and discusses the question of what ‘civil war duration’ means. 3the list of conﬂicts
may be accessed, along with the replication data, ... why do some civil wars last so much longer than
others?* - on data developed and work in progress with david laitin, ... perhaps the question has a simple
answer: civil wars last a long time when neither side ... coups and popular revolutions favor decisive victories
because they tend to be initiated at the center in the hope of trig- does conflict disrupt growth? evidence
of the relationship ... - evidence of the relationship between political instability and national economic
performance iza dp no. 4762 ... does conflict disrupt growth? evidence of the relationship between political
instability and national economic performance ... both of these, the number of revolutions and or coups per
year (see barro how to sell a coup: elections as coup legitimation - legitimation question of why they
should rule, but they must also justify how they ... in 185 power-seeking military coups since 1946, 53% saw
the coup leaders organize elections to legitimate their rule. the decision to claim electoral, procedural
legitimacy ... and leaders of revolutions make their claim based on popular journal of conflict resolution
coordination, learning ... - coups, but among regimes surviving the initial turmoil, structural factors that
would ... this question of how the military can be subjugated to civilian rulers is as old as the ... such as
revolutions and protest (dewan and myatt 2008; bueno de mesquita) ... economic uncertainty and
structural reforms - answer this question using one of the most exhaustive cross-country panel data set ...
possible from daily data. the resulting dataset spans 6 reforms in 56 countries with yearly ... political coups,
revolutions and terrorist attacks as instruments for uncertainty. finally, jurisprudence of successful
treason: coup d'etat & common law - 1994 jurisprudence of successful treason nothing succeeds like
success; and this is particularly true of revolutions. 1 but treason is not own'd when tis descry'd; successfull
crimes alone arejustift"d. 2 introduction orderly transfer of power contemplated by the constitutional order is
the the anatomy of the arab spring: an analysis with a ... - it must be scaled, i will distinguish different
types of revolutions. therefore, the main purpose of this paper is to construct a typology of revolutions and
answer the question of zto what extent can we consider the arab spring uprisings as revolution. after stating
the research question, the universe of nber working paper series political instability and ... - nber
working paper series political instability and economic growth albert0 alesina sule 0zler nouriel roubini ...
revolutions and military coups significantly affect the average growth ... the first step toward answering this
question is a definition of
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